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     Gina, Todd, Joe and I want to thank everyone for the 
wonderful gifts for the Family Reunion and us.  Thank 
you for your generousity.  We also want to wish each and 
everyone of you a Blessed, healthy and Happy New Year.
     There are so many wonderful photos to publish that it 
is hard to decide which ones  to choose, so this is filled 
with many because I couldn't make up my mind.  I know 
printing them takes a lot of ink, but I think it is worth it.
     Sorry to Erica Mages for leaving her birthday out last 
month.  Mark December 11th as her special day.  

God's Blessings to all.  Love, Linda
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January Birthdays

News Deadline
20th of each month

Send articles and photos 
to Linda at

lindagall@rocketmail.com

www.magesonline.com

A special Hello to My 
Grandson Tobi Mages From 
Oma Barbara

A special Hello to our German 
cousins, Helmut, Birgit, Andi 
and Tobi

Coming Events
January 08,2018, Baby due for Madeline and TJ Ibberson.

January 26, 27 & 28, 2018- Men's and Boy's Fishing, Poker 
Weekend at Lake Sarah – Shady Oak Rest. Mike Mages

February 06-11, 2018, Sister's Week in Florida staying with 
Betty.

April 14, 2018, Bridal shower for Bonita Mages and Eric 
Ingersoll at Lake Henry, Mn. In the a.m.

May 26, 2018, Wedding of Bonita Mages and Eric Ingersoll at 
Lake Henry, Minnesota.

May 28,2018, Baby due for Brianna and Riley Jensen.

June 01, 2018- Baby due for Doug and Suzanne Pflaum

July 02 – July 29, 2018 – Helmut, Birgit and boys will be here.

July 28, 2018 – Mages Fest, location will be decided later.

Taylor Mages Jan 09
Jessica Schmitz Jan 09
Zach Mages Jan 10
Kyle Strate Jan 11
David Fischer Jan 11
Andi Mages Jan 11
Tom Mages Jan 14
Riley Strate Jan 18
Ryan Wolf Jan 19
Laura Wolf Jan 20
Amanda Bemmels Jan 20
Noah Mages Jan 23
Arlene Mages Jan 25
TJ Roiger Jan 27
Ashley Mills            Jan 28
Autumn Butler Jan 29
Grace Mages Jan 31

Chuck Strate
11-26,1947 – 01-19, 2001

January Angel
Note the change of 
men's fishing and 
poker weekend to Mike 
and Amy's cabin on 
Lake Sarah.  January 
26,27 and 28, 2018

Change in Location
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Remember When by Mom     

Super Bowl Blizzard – January 09-12, 1975
     It was a Friday afternoon.  I had just finished grating potatoes, and making the recipe for potato 
pancakes for supper when all of a sudden the electricity went out.  NOT GOOD!!!!  There was a snow 
storm outside.  Little did we know how long that storm would last.
     It was also choretime.  Time to milk a barn full of cows.  No electricity  - no milk machines would 
work.  The water system would not work.  Alphonse had an idea that the vacuum system on the 
windshield wipers would probably support a milk machine, so they drove the big truck close to the 
barn by the milk room door.  They opened a window, and ran a hose through.  The hook up was 
favorable, and it supported two Surge milkers, instead of the four milkers normally used.  It took a lot 
longer to do the milking.  They were able to do the milking.  Time to insulate the barn against the cold 
wind.  John and Jeff went up in the hay barn, and threw down enough bales to plug the gutter chute, 
and barricade the big north door.  Cows had water today, we'll see what tomorrow will bring.
     When they came in for a hot meal, all they got was cold food.  The stove was electric, and it was 
the best we could do with sandwiches, cookies and fruit sauce.  I had to toss the batter for potato 
pancakes.  
     One of the boys brought in a big kettle of snow, and we put a couple of candles under it, so we 
would have water to drink.  We could not wash dishes, so we used paper plates as much as we 
could.  
     WHAT WAS THAT???  Everyone be quiet!!!!  The furnace was doing a soft humming sound.  
Maybe it is going to work.  But no – it was like a brown out for a few minutes.
     It was time for bed, but we just put on more clothes before we got under the covers.  The storm 
was still blowing out there.  Saturday morning finally came.
     It was still snowing and blowing – a bad blizzard.  After breakfast of cereal, Alphonse and the boys 
went out for another day of chores.  Wonder if the milk man will get here.  He didn't.  No traffic of any 
kind on the road.  It got to be a long day for everyone.  Too cold to move. My plants were all in the 
basement where we hoped they wouldn't freeze.  Thank God I had some food in the freezer that was 
ready to eat.  Just had to thaw it out some way.
     Deb wasn't feeling well.  She was probably coming down with the flu.  Had to keep her warm.  She 
could use some chicken noodle soup.
     Alphonse was making calls about getting a generator out here.  But no one was willing to come 
out in the storm.  There was almost two feet of snow that had fallen, and roads were closed.  Still 
Blowing!!
     No radio, No TV, We played cards tonight.  Had to put on more clothes to go to bed.  Still a few 
brown outs once in a while.  Tomorrow is Sunday – I guess we won't make it to church.
     10:30 p.m. Saturday night.  The phone rings.  He says that he's a friend of Rick and Jane.  It 
seems that his wife and daughter had gone with Rick and Jane to Minnesota as her parents also live 
in Minnesota.  They had left Paris Island, South Carolina, and planned to suprise their parents when 
they came for a visit.  He hadn't heard from Rick and Jane, so he was worried when we told him we 
have a big blizzard here.  We got his phone number, and said we'd call, and he said the same.  SO 
WHERE ARE THEY?  This is a big storm in Wisconsin, Iowa, Nebraska, North and South Dakota and 
Minnesota.  We prayed they were safe.
     Sunday morning came.  The QUIET after the storm.  Alphonse, and the boys got busy on the 
milking, and the other chores.  They were going to turn out the cows, so they could eat some snow.  
Alphonse got the tractor going, and used the loader to clean up the big drifts, and then to the road.  
He was going to open up our mile for the milk man.  We still had no electricity, so as soon as the 
snow was away from the garage, we bundled up.  Deb was still sick and, we put her in the car to keep 
her warm.  Donna and Lisa kept her company.
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Remember When Continued
Alphonse called Foster Electric if they would bring a generator out, and they would as soon as 
possible.
     In the midst of all the excitement who should come driving in but Rick and Jane, Jory and Aaron.  
We were so glad to see them.  They hd called that morning, so we knew they were safe.  They had 
a motel room in Des Moines, Iowa.  The storm was bad there too, and they decided not to drive any 
farther.  The Freeway 35 was the first road opened that morning.  
     Bob Foster came, and put the necessary equipment on the light pole for the hook up, and they 
used the tracto to run the generator, so now we could get back to normal.    
     The electricity came back on that night after the chores were done.  Hooray for the generator!!!!
     Many people lost their lives in that storm, it was called the blizzard of the century.  Probably it 
was called the Super Bowl Blizzard, because that was the weekend for the super bowl.

Hugs all around,
Mom, Grandma, Great Grandma

New Baby on it's Way

Doug and Suzanne Pflaum 
are proud to announce they 

are expecting a bundle of joy 
on June 01,2018.

Congratulations Suzanne 
and Doug!
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Diana Marie Mages was born to Ken and Trista on November 30th, 2017 (sharing a 
birthday with Mommy) at 6:32 pm, weighing 6 lbs, and 19" long.   Julia, Nora, and 
Everett are excited siblings.   Many of you know that the pregnancy was filled with 
challenges, but we are happy to share that Diana is doing well. She was able to go 
home from the hospital on December 3rd, which was a happy surprise to her doctors 
and family.  Thank you all for your prayers and thoughtfulness.  Diana has some 
challenges yet ahead of her, so we appreciate any continued prayers as she grows.  
We are excited and proud to share the news of her birth with all of you!

Diana Marie Mages, November 30th, 2017, daughter of Ken 
and Trista, Sister of Julia, Nora and Everett, and 

Granddaughter of Jermayne and the late Duane Mages.

What a beautiful baby.  
Congratulations from the 
Mages Family

Ken, Trista and Baby 
Diana
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Mages Christmas, November 25, 2017
     On Saturday, November 25th the Mages Family meet at Holy Rosary Catholic Church in 
North Mankato, Mn.  For a 12 noon dinner.  Turkey, mashed potatoes, and gravy was served 
by the committee, and the rest of the meal was an awesome potluck with Mom's delicious 
dressing, Jermayne's homemade bread, Debbie's sauerkraut and dumplings and on and on.  
There is no way you can taste it all, as we had one huge long table just for the main events, 
and one table for desserts, which I might add wasn't long enough, and one table for the 
beverages.  Nancy made a beautiful table with a decorated Christmas tree, and candles and a 
bright red pointsetteia.  The kids had fun playing Plinko with Gina and Josie supervising, and 
Jeff served all who wanted it a glass of wine, in the tradition of the Mages family as started by 
Grandpa Oswald Mages.  We are so thankful for our kids  and Grandkids and their significant 
others who helped us.   Santa Claus made an appearance in the afternoon with bags of 
goodies for each child 6th grade and under.  Thanks to Jerry and Harold for all that they did for 
us.Thanks to Barb and Kevin for securing the church for our celebration.  Thank you to all of 
you who traveled to be with us.  God Bless, 
The Committee,
Betty and Harold, Nancy and Jerry, Barb and Kevin, Jeff and LeAnn and Joe and Linda and 
our families. 

Harold, Jeff, Kevin, Joe, Linda, Nancy, LeAnn, Barb and Betty
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Mages Christmas in Photo

Mrs. MagesFest, 
Jermayne buttering 
the bread

It was tough back in the kitchen,  Betty 
made sure Harold and Kevin didn't fool 
around

Jeff hooking up all the electrical cords 
needed and Betty just fooling around.

Nancy and LeAnn tasting 
the gravy Harold, and 
Kevin are making

Nancy's 
beautiful 
tree

Above Harold 
putting tootsie 
rolls on each 
table

Erin setting the table
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Mages Christmas in Photo Continued

Josie and Erin cutting a pie

Jake, Brad and Lewis 
dishing up dinner

Santa with Vann and 
Erica

Mom, Santa and Josie

Santa and Mom

Left is 
Santa 
with 
Jennifer 
Aubrey 
and 
Autumn
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Mages Christmas in Photo Continued

Santa with 
Nolan

After all the families left the committee 
had a drink to celebrate a day well 
done.  Most of us had a glass of wine, 
Jeff just drank it from the bottle.  His 
day must have been really rough 
passing out all that wine to everyone.

Grandma and Santa with some of the Grandkids 
and Great Grandkids

Debbie bought us all matching pajamas for our trip to 
Florida this Feburary. Nancy, Connie stepped in for 
Lisa, Donna, Mom, Debbie, Linda, Betty and Barb.

Santa with Anna
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Annual December Potluck With Mom, and 
Mass for the Deceased Members of the 

Alphonse Mages Family. December 03,2017

Arlene and Donna getting 
their food ready to serve

Betty and Curt getting 
the table set up

Tom cutting the sausage

Mom decorating the table

Debbie and LeAnn cutting up 
desserts with David watching

Mom 
dishing 
up

Left, 
Nancy 
checking 
the oven

Enjoying the potluck 
L-R: Curt, Joe, 
Stretch, Tom, Mom 
and Dan
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December Potluck in Photo

Left – Watching the Vikings 
win. L-R: Stretch, Curt, Barb, 
David, Mom and Jennifer

Right photo, Tom pouring 
coffee for Mike with Dan 
looking on. I wonder what he 
is thinking,” Good Job Tom 
at least I don't have to do it 
today.” Mom in the middle of 
them, Nancy, Arlene and 
Barb looking on.

Left photo, Jeff had this picture 
enlarged and framed for Mike of 
Mike's deer he got this fall.
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Lost and Found

This was left at the Mages Christmas and there was a minature blue car also.  Linda 
has it at her home so just let me know if it is yours, and we can get it back to you. 
Thanks  Linda

Josie 
supervising 
the Plinko 
game 

Right photo 
is the 
childrens 
activity 
center

Santa with 
Leo and 
Evie

Santa 
with 
Everly
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Hello Family,
I submitted my DNA to Ancestory.com for analysis.  I should be getting the results 
back 
in a couple weeks.  I’ll share the results with you when I get them as the results 
should 
equally apply to my siblings (as well as Albin & Adella’s kids).  I now have access to 
some Ancestory.com records.  Below is some interesting info I found.  Please keep 
in 
mind that ancestory records tend to be incomplete.
Have a great day.  Curt
Interesting Tidbits per Ancestory.com
Mages:  German
In 1840, there are 4 Mages families in US (Living in NY, PA, OH, MA)
By 1920, there are Mages families in most states of the US.  States with the most 
Mages 
families (13-23) include NY, PA, MA, IL, and TN.  Moderate amount (5-12) of Mages 
families in MN, WI, IN, MI, OH, MA, NE, KS, OK, TX, CA.  Several other states have 
1-4 families.  About 5 states show no Mages families.
About 15(??) Mages families in US in 1880
From 1880 Census, the following are Mages Occupations in US
13% Carpet Weavers
7% Cabinet Maker
7% Book Keeper
7% Laborer
7% House Keeper
7% Engineer
5 Mages’s fought in the Civil War (3 for Confederates and 2 on Union side)
The average lifespan of a Mages is about 3 years longer than the general public.
Kodet
In 1840 there aren’t any Kodets in the US per Ancestory.com.
In 1880, 3 Kodet families are living in WI.  No families are shown anywhere else.
By 1920, the states with the most Kodet families (5-7) include MN, WI, and OH.  NY 
has
2-4 families.  The following states each have 1 family: SD, IA, IL, and TX.
The 1880 Census shows 100% of Kodets working in Tailershops.  I wonder how 
thorough the census was back in 1880.
The average lifespan of a Kodet is about 6 years longer than the general public

 I thought it would be interesting having my DNA analyzed at Anscentory.com.  I'll be 
getting results in a couple weeks.   Attached are some interesting tidbits I found on 
their website.  Please publish in the next newsletter is you have room.

Thanks and have a great Christmas season.   Love, Curt

Ancestory. com
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Front page of the third issue which had three pages this month.
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Jordan Leland Miller Baptism

Jordan's baptism 12-17-17
Sponsors are 
April Lacke cousin of Stevie's.
Jasmine Miller
Roger and LaCosta Mages

Jordan's parents are Stevie and Melanie 
Miller, and Siblings Jasmine, Logan and 
Myla, and Grandparents Jermayne and the 
late Duane Mages.

Upper photo Baby Jordan, 
LaCosta and Roger.  Back, L-
R: April,Stevie, Melanie and 
Jasmine.

Right photo, Minister, Melanie 
holding Jordan, Stevie, Roger, 
LaCosta and Jasmine.

Melanie holding Jordan, and 
Stevie

Upper Phote is 
Grandma Jermayne 
holding Jordan, 
Back is Melanie and 
Stevie
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Emerald Hideaway Woods Clean-up
Maggie and I are so grateful to everyone that was able to get away and help us with 
our huge task of cleaning up the woods at Emerald Hideaway. The very beautiful 
emerald woods that gave Emerald Hideaway it’s name. After clearing away many 
broken over trees, it already looks so beautiful again. Just watching this wonderful 
family work hard together was heart warming. The only thing that slowed them 
down was me not knowing what assignment to give each to do, but everyone found 
their spot to help. It seems we had about a half dozen chainsaws going each day 
and two big skid steer loaders with grapples. (Boy are those grapples nice out in the 
woods). I had put Theresa in charge of the food and feeding everyone, which 
seems to be right down her alley, as she, with help. got everyone fed.

Linda and Joe arrived with a huge torch to get tree piles burning, which actually was 
a pretty tough job, as the trees were pretty green and wet. With the help of diesel 
fuel, they finally had it all burning. The skid steers were brought over by Dave 
Nelsen and Matt Mages. Dave and Dean Nelson, Matt, Joe and Steve Mages, were 
the main operators and wow did they pile it up and load it up. It was nice to see 5 
huge loads of logs leave to be used for other purposes. That made me feel better, 
just knowing this wood would get another use. They piled up everything that was 
scraps or poor wood like Basswood and that’s what got burned. There was lots of 
work for everyone keeping the fires burning and cleaning up smaller branches. We 
also piled up some extra burn wood for the fire ring at Emerald.

As if the task wasn’t big enough, our plans were ruined from the first moments we 
arrived. Riley Jensen and I entered the house with supplies when I arrived, only to 
find that a water line had burst and caused quite a bit of damage to the house. So 
decision time. We moved the meals to the shed and Donna and Dean offered to let 
everyone stay at their house for the night. WOW! Thank You. We had supper and 
breakfast and a night of fun at Donna and Dean’s.

Those that helped were Linda, Joe, Dan, Jeremy, Theresa, Matt, Joe, Adam 
Bemmels, Jermayne, Jim, Steve, Rick, Jane, Jory, Riley Jensen, John, Jeff, Paul, 
Jack, Curt, Donna, Dean, Dave Nelson, Tom, and Mike. What a pleasure to be 
around this fantastic group. Maggie and I can’t say THANK YOU big enough to 
show how grateful we are. We absolutely love this wonderful Family.  Larry and 
Maggie

 

 
 

I was so proud of our family with all the love and support that was in that woods those 
two days.  Being Emerald Hideaway had some water problems Donna and Dean 
stepped in, and had us all Friday evening for the Domino tournament and overnight 
and breakfast the next morning. Winners of the tournament were Curt first place, 
Donna second place and Jeremy third place.  Runner ups were Dan, Steven and 
Linda.  Theresa served us tasty food with a little help from Jermayne, Jane and Linda 
and a lot of help from Donna.   God Bless All of You!!!!  Linda
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Woods Cleanup in Photo

Above, Paul, Jeff, Adam, Joe, 
David, Mike, Jane, Rick, Jory, 
Steven and Theresa below is 
Mrs. MagesFest, Jermayne 
helping prepare lunch

Just one pile ready to 
burn

Below, Larry, Jeremy, Joe, 
Jack, Matt, Riley, John and 

Dean

Jane and Theresa coming to check 
how everyone was doing

Joe and Jeremy in 4-wheeler, 
Linda, Jermayne and John
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Woods Clean-up in Photo Continued

Those two monster 
bobcats saved a lot of man 
power, and backs.  Riley 
tending fires in above 
photo

John cutting limbs

Adam tending a pile 
of burning wood

Linda and Joe, “the fire 
starters”

Mike, Jeff, Steven Adam and 
Tom
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Woods Clean-up in Photo Continued

David in the skid loader

Paul tending a fire

Dominos. Backs on Donna, Jermayne, L-R: Jim, Dan, 
Cure, Mike, Jeremy, Joe, Larry, Dean and Theresa

Our 
delicious 
breakfast
, eggs, 
fruit, 
pancakes
, bacon, 
coffee, 
O.J., milk 
and 
Windsor

Joe, Joe, Steven, Tom and 
Larry

Joe with the 4-wheeler behind a 
burning pile.  Joe was called the 
“Uber Driver,” as he gave rides 
from one end to the other.
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Guess the Age of This Tree Contest

This photo is of the big tree, approximately 200 years old.  It would 
be fun to make a game of who can figure out the exact age.  I'm not 
sure if the photos are clear enough to count the rings.  Submit your 
guesses to Curt.

Our fabulous breakfast cooks, Donna 
and Theresa

Joe pouring Windsor in his breakfast 
OJ, with Dan and Larry waiting their 
turn.
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